
This 3-D model of the main crew hatch from Columbia, the Command Module (CM) flown on the historic Apollo 11 lunar landing 
mission, was produced by a high-resolution scan of the actual hatch. Columbia (CM-107) is part of the space history collection of 
the Smithsonian Institution's National Air and Space Museum.  The Columbia's hatch functioned to completely seal and maintain 
the required cabin pressurization both on Earth during launch and in the vacuum of space. It was capable of opening in space if for 
any reason an astronaut spacewalk was required, and it protected the crew from the extreme heat of reentry into the atmosphere. 
Once through the atmosphere, the hatch had to remain water-tight during splashdown and recovery.
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EVA Handle
In case a spacewalk was 
required, a handle was 
provided for astronauts to 
hold on to.

Locking Tool Receptacle
The hatch’s latches could 
be opened from the out-
side by inserting a special 
tool into this opening.

Hinges
The unified hatch was 
hinged  and counterbal-
anced so it could be easily 
swung open with a push 
from inside.

Cabin Purge Port
Interior view of port 
shown above.

Vent Valve
Interior view of vent 
shown above.

Vent Valve
The valve to operate the 
purging mechanism was 
located on the inside of 
the hatch and could be 

operated from inside or, 
with a tool, from outside.

Cabin Purge Port
If venting oxygen (or 
oxygen and nitrogen 

when on the launch pad) 
from the spacecraft were 

required, a venting port 
was provided on the 

hatch.

Hatch Frame
A thermal seal of the 

space between the inner 
structure and the heat 

shield openings was 
included around the 

edges of the hatch.

Pump Handle
Five pumps of this handle 
were required to open or 

close the latches that 
surrounded the hatch.

Gear Box
The pump handle was 
connected to a device 

which mechanically 
operated the latches that 
secured the hatch to the 

spacecraft frame.

Exterior View

Interior View


